ADVERTORIAL

Luxurious Destinations
Collection
A world-renowned singer with a voice that transported her audiences,
Grace Kennedy has adapted that skill to take people around the world,
sharing her knowledge through her new Luxurious Destinations Collection,
the signature brand of Grace Kennedy Events.
Grace’s singing career began at the Star Finders Club in London. Before
long, she was performing all over the UK and went on to front her own TV
show with appearances from the likes of Bruce Forsyth, Al Jarreau, The
Pointer Sisters and Lulu. The Grace Kennedy Show saw her at the BBC
for three years and she won a BAFTA before returning to music. Recording
successful albums, for DJM and the BBC, Grace had hits in the US and
UK charts. “I wanted to be a key player in this new world and understand
it. I put huge productions together - I knew I could do it because I had
done it before!”
This experience, combined with her extensive luxury travel knowledge
and meticulous event planning, has created her reputation for delivering
top level service, consistency and the “wow” factor.
Based in Mayfair, Grace’s company can deliver upon any client’s travel
desire. “I’ve seen things from both sides, performing concerts, galas and
special appearances globally enabling me to have a clear vision of what
people need from a luxurious wedding or event, and giving me the knowhow and global network to deliver those magical experiences that live
forever in the memory”.
A Grace Kennedy Event is never off-the-peg, she can deliver whatever
is required.
For instance, by exclusive arrangement
with the Paris Opera House, Grace
Kennedy Events can arrange an
incredible private dining experience on
the hallowed stage. Clients have private
access to the Opera House for a personal
and personalised one-off experience.
Musical accompaniment can, of course,
be offered too; Grace Kennedy toured
starring in Carmen Jones so may even do
a number herself.
In London, at the Royal Opera House
in Covent Garden, Grace Kennedy

Events offer clients a truly unique experience. Guests gain access to the
Royal Box – the most coveted seat in the house – and a personal “Maitre
D’”. An exclusive backstage pre-performance tour awaits upon arrival,
followed by a reception in the spectacular Retiring Room. Guests will then
enjoy a specially curated dinner. At the end of the performance, guests will
be escorted home by private chauffeur in true VIP fashion.
World class dining, world class Opera, and world class delivery
exemplifies Grace Kennedy Events.
Bringing together the finest destinations in the world, handpicked by
Grace, the Luxurious Destinations Collection and other bespoke events
such as the Opera House experiences, provide the best of the best. Clients
enjoy exclusive personal and bespoke options. Every aspect is taken care of
with passion, flair and painstaking attention to detail.
Grace Kennedy said, “What makes the Luxurious Destinations
Collection, and in fact everything I do, different, is my network of the most
wonderful venues, handpicked worldwide. Every element and requirement
is designed, researched and executed in fine detail allowing me to deliver
fantastic experiences; creating events and weddings for the most discerning
individuals”.
Offering 5-star plus luxury, Grace Kennedy Events deliver exclusive
bespoke enhancements, ranging from fast-track transfers to personalised
accommodation. Nothing is impossible. From stunning hotels and historic
buildings, to private islands and beyond, the perfect solution can be tailored
to any client’s needs. Existing members of
this network include Blenheim Palace, the
Mandarin Oriental, the Royal Mansour
and several very discreet private islands.
Grace understands that bringing
together the right people and the right
venues make for a memorable experience.
Whatever the requirement, from Private
Jets to bespoke helicopter transfers, Grace
Kennedy Events can provide a stylish,
luxurious solution. Grace Kennedy
Events offers a pure distillation of her
experience and vision and represents a
new benchmark for luxury travel.

gracekennedyevents.com/destinations-collection

